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Minecraft server spawn protection

On the standard Minecraft server, the world cannot be replaced by non-ops players who take space around the spawning point. To work in the spawning field, be an operator (opyourname on console, chat /opyourname by another operator). You can also change the radius of the protected area in the server.properties file by
adding/changing the ovulation protection area, which is 16 defaults by default, which means all blocks in 16 blocks of the central column of the spawning area. For example, ovulation protection=0 protects only one column of blocks in the center of the spawning area (it is not possible to completely eliminate protection). For your particular
problem, I recommend building a safe area around spawning, not just fixing damage - that is, you can't spawn creepers so you can't lay eggs so they can't roam. This article means Minecraft Realms for Java Edition. If you need help with your Minecraft Realms subscription for other platforms, please go here. For information about buying
Minecraft Realms, visit our Realms USS article. Only the owner of a realm has to pay for the subscription; The owner can invite any number of friends, but only 10 players + owners can play at the same time. You get one Realm per subscription, but you can change game modes and maps for this Region. After you make a purchase, your
Realms subscription starts. After your payment is complete, open Minecraft, select Minecraft Realms, then select the option to create and configure your Region. You'll see the option to enter a world name or start with a pre-existing world or map. Any installation options may be changed in the future. To continue a standard world of
survival, double-click your Region. Alternatively, you can click Structure to open an additional option menu. To rename your region or give a description, click Settings, and then enter the title you want. Clicking World Options will allow you to further customize your world:PVP (a/off)Opens or closes player battle against player. When it's
closed, players won't be able to hurt each other. Difficulty (easy, normal, hard, peaceful)Changes the difficulty of the server. Hardcore mode Minecraft Realms.Spawn protection (Off, 1-16)Spawn protection is not available by placing blocks of a radius from the spawning area of the world or disallows standard players that do not exist.
Power game mode (on/off)When enabled, this option forces all players to the server's default game mode when entering the server. It is disabled by default so that the server maintains the game mode that a player is in when the session flour is out. Game mode (survival, creator, adventure)Default for all players on the server mode.
Individual players' game modes can be changed using commands by the server owner or operator. Provides spawning animals (on/off)(on/off) spawning of neutral animals of the game is disabled. Spawn provides monsters (on/off)or disables spawning of aggressive monsters in the game. Spawns NPs (off/off)Ensures or disables the
spawning of non-player characters (peasants). Command blocks (a/off)Enable or disable the use of command blocks. To use a command block, you must be the owner or executor of the Kingdom and in creative mode. List of Realms admin options Also available in Latest Update - 2020-12-24 14:57:35 UTC Was this article useful? the
whitelist redirects here. See Commands/whitelist for command. The default server.properties file for Java Edition. server.properties is a file that stores all settings for a multiplayer (Minecraft or Minecraft Classic) server. When editing Server.properties, it is important to use the same structure as the original structure, even though the order
of the rows is random. Text before an equal sign is the key that should not be changed. Text after an equal sign is the value of the property that can be edited. Lines that start with # are comments – changing or removing these lines has no effect on the game. After changes are made to the server.properties file, the server must be
restarted to take effect. Another option is to use the server console or the in-game /reload command, which allows changes to be reinstalled. If the server.properties file does not list all properties (for example, if a new version of the server adds new features or no file), on the start date, the server rewrites the server.properties file with the
new properties listed and set them to its default values. The Server.properties file is a regular text file that is encoded UTF-8 despite its extension, and therefore can be edited with any text editor, such as Notepad for Windows, TextEdit for Mac, or nano and vim for Linux. File location Java Edition This file is automatically created at the first
start of the server (if it does not exist). Operating System File Location Notes Same directory as Windows Server.jar Linux Unix Unix/Mac Working Directory Path (pwd) Server files are created in \homeame if the player starts from their home directory (\homeame). Follow the instructions below to make sure that server files are created
where the player expects them. Set aside an entire directory for all server files. (Things can get complicated if the player doesn't). The player'.jar must be placed here. Use this script as a guide to set up a startup script for the Minecraft server. This player's $PATH start script (chmod +x file_name or use a folder administrator) in Bedrock
Edition Be sure to add execution permission that is downloaded with the Operating System File Windows Same directory bedrock_server.exe bedrock_server server.propertiesThis is the default settings for the newly installed Minecraft server: Java Edition #Minecraft server properties #(last boot timestamp) enable-jmx-monitoring=false
rcon.port=25575 level-seed= gamemode=survival enable-command-block=false enable-query=false generator-settings= level-name=worldd mot=A Minecraft Server query.port=25565 pvp=true generate-structures=true difficulty=easy network-compression-threshold=256 max-tick-time=60000 max-players=20 use-native-transport=true
online-mode=true enable-status=true allow-flight=false broadcast-rcon-to-ops=true view-distance=10 max-build-height=256 server-ip= allow-nether=true server-port=25565 enable-rcon=false sync-chunk-writes=true op-permission-level=4 prevent-proxy-connections=false resource-pack= entity-broadcast-range-percentage=100
rcon.password= player-idle-timeout=0 force-gamemode=false rate-limit=0 hardcore=false white-list=false broadcast-console-console to-ops=true spawn-npcs=true spawn-animals=true snooper-enabled=true function-permission-level=2 level-type=default spawn-monsters=true enforce-whitelist=false resource-pack-sha1= spawn-
protection=16 max-world-size=29999984 Default 20w28a. Bedrock Edition server-name=Dedicated Server # Used as server name # Allowed values: Any string gamemode=survival # Adjusts game mode for new players. # Allowed values: survival, creative, or adventure difficulty =easy # The world's difficulty adjusts. # Allowed values:
peaceful, easy, normal, or hard permission-cheats=false # If true then cheats such as commands can be used. # Allowed values: true or false max-players=10 # Maximum number of players who can play on the server. # Allowed values: Any positive integer online mode=true # If true, all connected players must be authenticated to Xbox
Live. # Clients connecting to remote (non-LAN) servers always require Xbox Live authentication, regardless of this setting. # If the server accepts connections from the Internet, it strongly recommends enabling online mode. # Allowed values: true or false white-list=false # If true, all connected players must be listed in the separate
whitelist.json file. # Allowed values: true or false server-port=19132 # Which IPv4 port server should listen on. # Allowed values: All in range [1, 65535] server-portv6=19133 # Which IPv6 port server should be listened on. # Allowed values: Integers in range [1, 65535] view range=32 # Maximum visibility allowed in stacks. # Allowed values:
Any positive integer. tick-distance=4 # The world will be marked so many pieces away from any player. # Allowed values: Integers in Range [4, 12] player-idle-time/30 # That's it for a player They get kicked after they're idle. Players if set to 0 indefinitely idle. # Allowed values: All non-negative numbers. max-threads=8 # The maximum
number of threads the server will try to use. If set to 0 or removed, it uses as many as possible. # Allowed values: Any positive integer. level-name=Bedrock level # Allowed values: Any string level-seed= # Use to randomize the world # Allowed values: Any string default-player-permission level=member # Permission level for new players
joining for the first time. # Allowed values: visitor, member, operator texturepack-required=false # Forcing clients to use texture packs in the current world # Allowed values: true or false content-log-file-enabled=false # Enabling saving content errors to a file # Allowed values: true or false compression-threshold=1 # # Determines the
smallest size of the raw network load to compress allowed values: 0-65535 server-authorized-transaction=server-auth # Allowed values: client-auth, server-auth # Server provides authoritative transaction. If server-auth, the server returns local user input on the # server and sends down corrections when the client's location does not match
the location of the server. # Corrections only occur if the correct player movement is set correctly. player-motion-score-threshold=20 # The number of incompatible time intervals needed before abnormal behavior is reported. # Is disabled by server-authoritative-transaction. player-motion-distance-threshold=0.3 # The difference between
server and client locations that must be exceeded before abnormal behavior is detected. # Is disabled by server-authoritative-transaction. player-transaction-duration-threshold-in-ms=500 # Abnormal transaction score incremental server and client positions can be synchronized (as defined by player-motion-distance-threshold) # This value
is defined in milliseconds. # Is disabled by server-authoritative-transaction. correct player-transaction=false # If true, the client location is corrected to the server location if the transaction score exceeds the threshold. By default it's 1.16.100.04. Minecraft server features Java Edition Key Type Default Value Description-flight boolean false
Allows users to use flights on the server while in Survival mode, if they have a mode that allows them to load flights. Thanks to the permit-flight feature, griefers can become more common, because it makes their job easier. In creative mode, this has no effect. false - Flight is not allowed (players who play in the air for at least 5 seconds
are kicked). True - Flight is allowed and used if the player has a fly mode installed. Allow-nether boolean allows real players to travel to Nether. false - Nether portals do not work. True - Server portals allow Nether to send players. Broadcast console-to-ops boolean real Send console command outputs for all online operators. broadcast-
rcon-to-ops actual Send rcon console command command to all online operators. The difficulty string describes the difficulty of the server (such as damage and hunger and poison distributed by gangs affects players). If an old difficulty number is specified, it is quietly converted to a difficulty name. Peaceful (0) easy (1) normal (2) fixed (3)
enable-command-block boolean false Enables command blocks enable-jmx-tracking boolean false Object name net.minecraft.server:type=Server and exposes an MBean with two attribute averages from its millisecond. To enable JMX at Java runtime, you must add several JVM flags for the start documented here. enable-rcon boolean
false provides remote access to the server console. sync-chunk-author boolean true synchronous chunk writes. enable-status boolean true Allows the server to appear online in the server list. Suppresses responses from clients if set to false. This means that it will appear offline, but it will still accept links. enable-query boolean false
Enables GameSpy4 protocol server listener. Used to get information about the server. entity-broadcast range-percent-percent (0-500) 100 Controls how close entities must be before they are sent to clients. Higher values mean they will be processed from further a distance, causing more delays. This means the percentage of the default
value. For example, setting 50 is half of the usual. This mimics the function in the client video settings (no different from Render Distance, which the client can customize as long as it is under the server's setting). Force-gamemode boolean incorrect Force players to participate in the default game mode. false - Players participate in the
game mode they leave. function permission level snoring (1-4) 2 Settings the default permission level for functions. For details on level 4, see #op level of permission for the program. gamemode string survival Defines game mode. If an old gamemode number is specified, it is silently converted to a gamemode name. Survival (0) creative
(1) adventure (2) audience (3) create-structures boolean real definitions structures (such as villages) can be created. false - Structures are not created into new parts. true - Structures are created into new parts. Note: Dungeons still create if this is set incorrectly. Generator settings string settings used to customize empty World production.
Follow the format and type the relevant JSON string. Remember to escape all : \:with. Hardcore boolean false If set correctly, the server difficulty is ignored and hard to adjust and players are set to spectator mode if you die. The level name string is used as the world level name value world name and folder name. The player can also copy
the game folder saved here and change it in the same way as its name Instead of. Characters such as ' (a dash) may need to escape by adding a backslash behind them. As the level-seed string is empty Singleplayer, the player adjusts a world seed to the world. If the earth is left empty, it produces it with a random seed. Some examples
include: minecraft, 404, 1a2b3c. The level type string determines the default generated map type. The default - flat standard world of hills, valleys, water, etc. - can be replaced by generator settings, a flat world with no features. largeBiomes - Same by default but all biomes are larger. Amplifier - Same by default but increased the world
generation height limit. buffet - Only 1.15 or earlier. Generator settings are the same by default as long as they are set. Maximum building height nesteger 256 maximum height allowed for building. Land can still naturally produce above the low height limit. 256 should be the highest possible, but also one times the size of 8. maximum
player integer (0-(2^31 - 1)) 20 Maximum number of players who can play on the Server at the same time. Note that more players on the server are consuming more resources. Also, op player connections are not supposed to count against max players, but ops cannot currently be added to a full server. However, this can be changed in
the player's server directory by going to the file called ops.json, opening it, by finding the op that the player wants to change, and by changing the setting named bypassesPlayerLimit to true (the default is incorrect). This means that you do not have to wait to leave a player to participate in the op. Extremely large values for this field result in
a break in the client-side user list. maximum tick-time integer (0–(2^63 - 1)) 60000 The maximum number of milliseconds a single tick will receive before stopping the server with the server monitoring tool took 60.00 seconds to confirm a single server (max must be 0.05); Considering the crash, the server is forcibly shut down. After this
criterion is met, System.exit(1) says goodbye. -1 - The watchdog is completely disabled (this disabled option was added to 14w32a) max-world size integer (1-299999984) 29999984 These blocks set the maximum size possible, expressed as a radius, you can achieve the world limit. Setting the world limit larger causes commands to
complete successfully, but the actual limit does not exceed that block limit. Setting the maximum world size higher than the default doesn't seem to do anything. Examples: Setting the maximum world size to 1000 allows the player to have a world × 2000 to 2000. Setting the maximum world size to 4000 gives the player × 8000,8000 world
limit. motd string A Minecraft Server Is the message displayed under this name in the client's server list. Supports MOTD color and formatting codes. MOTD supports ♥ characters, such as the new character. However, such characters can be used in the escaped Unicode form An online converter, converter, Here. If the MOTD is more
than 59 characters, the server list may report a communication error. The network compression threshold integer 256 By default n-1 bytes provides large packets to go normally, but a packet is compressed by n bytes or more. That is, a lower number means more compression, but compression in small amounts of bytes can actually end
with a larger result than what went. -1 - Compression is completely disabled 0 - note compress everything: Ethernet spec requires less than 64 byte packets to be 64 bytes padded. Therefore, it may not be useful to set a value above 64. In addition, MTU is generally not recommended to exceed 1500 bytes. Online mode boolean controls
connecting players against the real Server Minecraft account database. Set this to false only if the player's server is not connected to the Internet. If this is set incorrectly, you can connect hackers with fake accounts! minecraft.net is down or inaccessible, no player can connect if this is true. Setting this variable to intentionally turn off is
called breaking a server, and servers that have online mode turned off are called cracked servers, and players with unlicensed copies of Minecraft are allowed to participate. true - Enabled. The server assumes that there is an Internet connection and controls each connection player. false - Disabled. The server does not try to control
players who connect. The op-permission level end (1-4) set the default permission level for operations when using 4 /op. All levels inherit capabilities and commands from levels before them. 1 - Ops ovulation protection can bypass. 2 - Ops can use all singleplayer cheats commands (exclude/publish, as not on servers; together/debugging)
and use command blocks. Command blocks, along with Realms owners/operators, have the same permissions as this level. 3 - You can use the most multiplayer custom commands, including ops/debugging, and manage players commands (/ban, /op, etc.). 4 - Can use all commands, including ops /stop, /save-all, /save-on, and /save-off.
player-idle time leak 0 If it is not Zero, players will be ealied from the server if they are idle for longer than that many minutes. Note: Idle time is reset when the server receives one of the following packages: if the ISP/AS sent from the server is different from Mojang Studios' authentication server, the player is kicked real - Enabled. The
server prevents users from using a vpn or ad closeness. false - Disabled. The server does not prevent users from using a vpn or ad closeness. Enable pvp boolean correctly on the PvP server. Players who shoot themselves with arrows will only suffer damage when PvP is enabled. That's right - Players can kill each other. false - Players
cannot kill other players (also as Player versus Environment (PvE) Note: Sources of indirect damage caused by players (lava, fire, TNT and to some extent water, sand and and it still hurts other players. query.port insa (1-(2^16 - 2)) 25565 Adjusts the port of the query server (see enable-query). speed limit integer 0 Adjusts the maximum
amount of packets the user can send before being kicked. If setting to 0 disables this feature. rcon.password string set a password for empty RCON: a remote console protocol that allows other applications to connect and interact with a Minecraft server over the internet. The rcon.port end (1-(2^16 - 2)) set the 25575 RCON network port.
The resource pack string is empty an optional URI resource pack. The player may choose to use it. (In some versions earlier than 1.15.2), note that the = characters may not have a backslash (\), for example http\://somedomain.com/somepack.zip?someparam\=somevalue resource pack may not have a file size greater than 100 MiB (First
1.15: 50 MiB (≈ 50.4 MB). Note that the download success or error is logged by the client, not by the server. Source Pack-Sha1 String Empty The digestion of the optional SHA-1 welding pack is small hexadecimal. It is recommended that you specify this because it is used to verify the integrity of the resource package. Note: If the resource
package is different, an invalid sha1 yellow message for Resource packet-sha1 appears in the console when the server starts. Due to the nature of mixed functions, the probability of errors occurring is very small, so this result has no effect. source pack boolean false When this option is enabled (set to true), players are prompted for a
response and disconnected if they reject the required package. Server-ip string blank If they want the server to connect to a specific IP, the player must set it up. It is recommended that the player leave the server-ip blank. Set it to empty or the IP that the player wants the server to run (listen to). server port contrast (1-(2^16 - 2)) 25565
Changes the port hosted by the server (listening). This port must be forwarded if the server is hosted on a network using NAT (if the player has a home router/firewall). Snooper-enabled boolean adjusts snoop data to determine the actual Server server. false - surveillance is disabled. true - provides surveillance. Spawning-animals
determine if boolean can spawn real animals. True - Animals lay eggs normally. false - Animals disappear immediately. If the player has a major delay, it is recommended that he set it to off/false. Spawn-monsters boolean determines if real monsters lay eggs. true - Enabled. Monsters appear at night and in the dark. false - Disabled. No
monsters. This setting has no effect if difficulty = 0 (peaceful). If difficulty = is not 0, a monster can still spawn an ovulator. If the player has a major delay, this off/false is recommended. spawn-npcs boolean determines whether real villagers lay eggs. true - Enabled. The villagers lay eggs. wrong - - No villagers. spawn-protection
determines the side length of the ovulation protection area of a total of 16 Squares as 2x+1. Setting this to 0 can disable ovulation protection. A value of 1 maintains 3.3 frames focused × the spawning point. Protects 2 5×5, 3 protects 7×7, etc. This option is not created at the beginning of the first server and is displayed when the first



player joins. Ovulation protection is also automatically disabled if there are no ops set on the server. text filtering-config [more information required] [more information required] [more information required] usage-domestic-transportation boolean real Linux server performance improvements: optimized packet sending / Linux getting true -
Enabled. Enable Linux packet send/receive optimization incorrectly - Disabled. Send/receive linux package optimization view range integer (3-32) 10 Adjusts the amount of world data that the server sends to the client and measured in parts in each direction of the player (not radius, not diameter). Determines the view distance on the
server side. 10 default/recommended. If the player has a major delay, it is recommended to reduce this value. whitelist boolean false provides a whitelist on the server. When whitelisting is enabled, users who are not on the whitelist cannot connect. For example, it is designed for private servers, such as real-life friends or strangers who
are carefully selected through an application process. false - Whitelist is not used. true - The file is used to create a whitelist of whitelist.json. Note: Summaries are automatically whitelisted, and you don't need to whitelist them. enforce-whitelist boolean false Enforces the whitelist on the server. When this option is enabled, users who are
not on the whitelist (if enabled) are kicked off the server after the server whitelist file is reloaded. false - No users are kicked if they are not on the whitelist. True - Online users who were not on the whitelist were kicked. Bedrock Edition Option name Possible values Default value When the default value is used Notes server name Any string
Dedicated Server Is the server name shown in this in-game server list that is always used as the server name. Gamemode survival, creative, adventure survival Always set the game mode for new players. This is applied the moment the player first joins the server. Changing this setting does not change the game mode for existing players.
The values are associated with the default game modes as follows: survival (0) creative (1) adventure (2) difficulty settings the world's difficulty at all times peaceful, easy, normal, difficult. Values are associated with integer gamemodes as follows: peaceful (0) easy (1) normal (2) hard (3) allow-cheats correctly, falsely Always correct after
commands can be used. Maximum players Positive integer 10 The maximum number of players you can always play on the server. Higher values has an effect. online mode right, wrong truth Always time all connected players must then be authenticated to Xbox Live. Whitelist true, false false If it is always true, all connected players must
be listed separately in whitelist.json. Server port in the range Integers [1, 65535] 19132 Which IPv4 port server should always listen on. server-portv6 integers range [1, 65535] 19133 Which IPv6 port server should always listen on. Visibility Any integer 10 maximum visibility allowed in the number of parts at all times. Higher values have a
performance impact. An integer in the tick distance Range [4, 12] 4 Always the world is marked so many pieces away from any player. Higher values have a performance impact. Player-idle-time can't escape any integer 30 always get them kicking after a player is idle for so many minutes. A player kicks after being idle for so many
minutes. max-threads The maximum number of threads that 8 servers in any entire world are trying to use. If set to 0 or removed, it uses as much as possible. The maximum number of threads the server is trying to use. Level Name Any string Bedrock level Is always used as the level name value world name and folder name. The player
can also copy the game folder saved here and replace it with the name of that folder to install it. The name of the level to use/create. Each level has its own folder in /worlds. Level-seed Any string Default empty (th34f1ju34facjn5f871df312h) seed to randomize the world of world creation. If left blank, a random seed is selected. Level TYPE
FLAT, LEGACY, DEFAULT Default World creation Determines the type of map created. The default player-permission level is always the Permission level for new players who join the visitor, member, operator member for the first time. The level of leave that new players have when they join for the first time. Texturepack uses any custom
texture packs in the world if the required true, incorrectly incorrect Always Force clients use any custom texture packs in the world if they use texture packs in the current world sa this setting forces the client to use it. Content-log-file-enabled true, false a file compression threshold in the always interval provides content errors pushing
integers [1, 65535] 1 Always server-authoritative-transaction client-auth determines the smallest size of the raw network load to compress, which allows server-auth server authoritative movement. If server-auth is, the server re-sends local user input on the server and the fixes down when the location of the client does not match the
location of the server. Corrections occur only if the correct player transaction is set to server-auth. Player-transaction-score-threshold Any positive integer 20 The number of incompatible time intervals required before abnormal behavior is always reported. is disabled by . player-motion-distance-threshold any positive number 0.3 Always
difference difference server and client positions that must be exceeded before abnormal behavior is detected. It is disabled by server-authoritative-transaction. player-transaction-duration-threshold-in-ms Any positive integer 500 Time that can always synchronize server and client positions (as defined by player-motion-distance-threshold)
incremental movement score. This value is defined in milliseconds. It is disabled by server-authoritative-transaction. Correct player movement correct, false false If it is always true, the client location is corrected to the server location if the transaction score exceeds the threshold. Minecraft Classic server features Key Type Default Value
Description verify-names boolean true If enabled, the server client Minecraft.net log on with the same IP address as seen. This caused problems for people trying to play the server on the same computer they hosted, while the server saw the local IP (127.0.0.1) while the Minecraft.net saw the external IP. If the player does not want to play
on the player's server from the computer hosted by the player, it is recommended that this be enabled. true - Enabled. The server Minecraft.net names as false - Disabled. The server ip administrator-socket boolean is made sure that the ops permission to join matches even if the wrong server is full. public boolean Whether the server
should be displayed in the server list. - The server appears in the server list - everyone can see it. false - Only people with a URL that can be found in the externalurl.txt and people who know the IP and port can put the server name string together with the name of the server. This appears in the server list and is a single line of text when
someone joins the server. Characters such as ' (a dash) may need to escape by adding a backslash behind them. max-players integer (0-256) The maximum number of players who can play on the server at the same time. Note that if there are more players on the server, it uses more resources. Also, manager connections max don't
count against players. maximum connection integer (1-3) The maximum number of connections that the server accepts from the same IP. Note: If set to higher than 3, it is changed to 3. Motd string MOTD short for message of the day, although the player do not need to change every day. Motd is displayed when people join the server.
Whether or not the tree boolean server planted saplings allows trees to grow. true - the server allows the sapling to grow into trees. false - the server does not allow seedlings to turn into trees. History The factual accuracy of this section may be compromised due to outdated information. The reason given is that many settings are not used
first. Please update this section to reflect the latest updates or new available information. Java Edition Classic server 1.5Added limits maximum connections from an IP. Server 1.9.1Added grow-tree, which will not grow the tree unless set correctly. server 1.10 An alert was added when validation names were disabled. Added a manager's
slot that does not allow non-managers to infiltrate if the number of players is almost reached. Java Edition Alpha server 0.2.0A choice of monsters selected will provide monsters if the truth is set. server 0.2.4A installed no-animals option will disable animals if set correctly. server 0.2.5Player vs Player challenge or added pvp option to
enable. It is named after no animal for the re-naming of monsters as spawning-monsters and the setting of spawning animals, the default of which is set to real. Java Edition Beta 1.6Added allow-nether deny nether input whichever is set incorrectly. Added view range that adjusts maximum view range. Java Edition 1.0.0Beta 1.9
Prerelease 4Added debugging, enable-query, enable-rcon, query.port, rcon.password, and rcon.port. 1.111w49aNational spawning-npcs. 12w01aNected level type. releaseAdded rendering structures. 1.2.112w07aA maximum height of structure added. 1.4.212w40a Added ovulation protection. Setting ovulation protection to 1.513w05a0
can disable ovulation protection instead of protecting area 1×1 (MC-666). Added 1.7.213w38aSohbette option to disable success announcements. 1.814w17a Added generator settings. 14w28a Added option to customize health compression. 1.1217w18a Announce the option as the game rule was changed to announcing-player-
achievements. 1.1418w48adifficulty and gamemode settings now accept string names; end values are still allowed as the old option. 1.14.4Release-Release 4 Added the function permission level option that controls that you have level functions. 1.15Release-Release 5A reduced server resource pack size limit of 100 MB. 1.1620w14a
Added sync-stack write option to disable new sync chunk type. Added enable-jmx tracking option that reveals an MBean that reveals 20w16aTick durations in milliseconds. 20w18aAdded enable-status and entity-broadcast range-percentage options. 1.16.220w28a The added price limit to set the packet speed limit for the user. 1.16.4?
Added text filtering-config. The upcoming Java Edition 1.1720w45a installed resource pack forcing which users to accept the resource package. First version of Bedrock Edition 1.6.1Bedrock Dedicated Server. Valid options include server name, gamemode, difficulty, permission cheats, max-players, online mode, whitelist, server-port,
server-port-v6, view-distance, tick distance, player-idly-time overseating, max-threads, level-name, level-seed, default player-permission, texturepack-required. 1.7.0 What is the default player-permission-default player-permission level 1.12.0.28 Added content-log-file enabled content that allows logging content errors in a file. 1.13.0Added
compression-threshold, server-authorized-motion, player-motion-score-threshold, player-motion-distance-threshold, player-motion-duration-threshold-in-ms, player-motion-duration-threshold-in-ms, 1.16.100Ded default server-authoritative-transaction, true from server-auth (false now client-auth) client-auth)
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